Unparalled Connectivity

What are the advantages of my employees using
Push-to-Talk (PTT) radios?
One PTT
Imagine your team’s communications at its most dynamic and connected. That’s the
power of Kenwood’s push-to-talk (PTT) radios. Employees can talk on the go—to the
entire fleet or one contact—with just a push of a button. There’s no need for them to access
cellular applications, eliminating productivity killers such as texting and mobile games. Talk
about efficiency.
PTT radios also align your communication practices with today’s distracted driving
legislation. Criminal charges and increased insurance costs: these are the risks you face
when your employees use cellphones while driving. Across Canada, distracted driving
laws only permit the use of hands-free devices that are activated with a single touch.
Kenwood’s PTT functionality makes your communications safe for the road, so your team
can focus on the job at hand.

What are the benefits of OnQ’s radio network coverage?
Tailored to Your Needs
As your business grows and expands into new provinces, so should your routes of
communication. That’s why the OnQ Network brings you service exactly where you
need it. Anywhere your business takes you, our network has you covered.
To get your workforce connected, our dealers bring decades of radio programming
experience. Whether you’re a small business or a large enterprise, our specialized
expertise allows us to customize and scale your coverage to your company’s needs.

What radio functions will make my job as a manager easier?
Your Fleet at Your Fingertips
Relevant and instantaneous communication is more important today than ever. For your
business to survive and thrive, you need the ability to connect with your team at a moment’s
notice. On the road or in the office, the OnQ Network keeps your entire operations in touch
with just a push of a button.
It’s easy to make a call—push one button and talk instantly. Use the group-calling
feature to reach your entire fleet, or talk one-to-one for private calls. If you’re taking
on a special project or job, our experienced dealers can add on temporary radios with
ease. And, you can feel secure knowing your network is protected through our private,
encrypted system. Our radios require minimal repair and are field tried and tested to
ensure downtime is a rare occurrence.
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